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Abstract. A part feeder is a mechanism that receives a stream of identical parts in arbitrary
orientations and outputs them oriented the same way. Various sensorless part feeders have
been proposed in the literature. The feeder we consider consists of a sequence of fences that
extend partway across a conveyor belt; a polygonal partP carried by the belt is reoriented
by each fence it encounters. We present anO(m + n2 log3 n)-time algorithm to compute
a sequence of fences that uniquely orientsP , if one exists, wherem is the total number
of vertices andn is the number of stable edges ofP . As in [3], we reduce the problem to
searching for a path in a state graph that hasO(n3) edges. By exploiting various geometric
properties of the state graph, we show that it can be represented implicitly and a desired path
can be found inO(m + n2 log3 n) time. Our technique is quite general and is applicable to
other part manipulation problems.

1 Introduction

Robotic manipulation deals with various part handling problems in industrial au-
tomation [11]. One such problem, which arises in automated assembly, is the so-
calledpart feedingor orientingproblem. Many automated manufacturing processes
require parts to be oriented prior to assembly. A part feederreceives a stream of
identical parts in arbitrary orientations and outputs themoriented the same way.
Although many part feeders use some kind of sensors, we are interested insensor-
lessorientation of parts, for which the initial orientation of the part is unknown and
parts are oriented using passive mechanical compliance. A variety of sensorless part
feeders have been proposed. For example, parts on a conveyorbelt can be oriented
using a sequence of stationary fences or a single moving fence, using horizontal
pins suspended above the belt that can topple a 3-dimensional part as it moves by,
or using a collection of conveyor belts at varying heights. Parts can be pushed with
fences, squeezed between parallel-jaw grippers, pulled from the inside-out, dropped? Research by P.A. is supported by the NSF under grants CCR-00-86013 EIA-98-70724,
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through traps, tilted on a table, or subjected to vibrating plates with programmable
vector fields. See [2,14,11] and the references therein.

Part feeders are typically created on a case-by-case basis,and it can take a long
time to design a feeder for a single part. Only recently, researchers have begun to
focus on automating the design process itself. In this paperwe focus on designing a
system of fences that uniquely orients a 2-dimensional partmoving on a conveyor
belt.

Fig. 1. A polygonal part is moved by a conveyor belt past a series of rigid fences. The fences
passively reorient the part, which leaves the last fence in aunique orientation regardless of its
initial orientation.

Our model. Our feeder consists of a conveyor belt equipped with a seriesof fences
designed to passively reorient a part as it moves by. The fences are rigid, frictionless
bars attached to walls on either side of the belt that extend partway across the belt
at some fixed angle. See Figure 1 for an example.

We assume the part to be a planar polygonP , which lies on the conveyor belt
and is translated past each fence. Since a fence is only in contact with the boundary
of its convex hull, we can assumeP to be a convexm-gon. When the part encounters
a fence, it simultaneously rotates and slides until one of its stable edges aligns with
the fence; we assume that the fences are long enough to allow ample time for this
reorientation.1 Once aligned, the part slides compliantly along the fence until it
reaches the end.

In order to avoid any uncertainty in the orientation of the part as it leaves a
fence, we add a carefully curved tail, as in [4]. This ensuresthat when the part
leaves the fence, the aligned edge is parallel to and facing the wall from which the
fence emanates.

1 We assume that the motion ofP follows the pushing model proposed by Mason [10]. See
the original paper and [2] for details, which we omit from here.
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We work in a frame of reference in which the belt moves downward. A fence
is specified by itsfence angle�, the direction of the ray normal to the fence with
positive vertical component. If the fence is attached on theleft side of the belt, then� 2 (0; �=2), while � 2 (�=2; �) for a right fence (Figure 2). Note that these are
open intervals; a part cannot pass a fence with� = �=2, and the vertical fences at� = 0 and� have no effect.

��
Fig. 2. The fence angle� is the direction of the upward normal to the fence.

Given a polygonal partP , the fence-design problemis to construct a sequence� = h�1; : : : ; �ki of fence angles so that, regardless of its initial orientation, P
always leaves the last fence in a unique final orientation.

Related work. Goldberg [9] showed that it is possible to reorient any polygon in the
plane from an unknown initial orientation to a unique final one by a fixed sequence
of normal pushes with a straight fence. Each push is in a direction orthogonal to the
length of the fence, and the reorientation of the fence between pushes is independent
of the orientation of the part. His algorithm requires
(m2) pushes in the worst-
case. Chen and Ierardi [5] constructed a linear sequence of such pushes.

The fence-design problem is closely related to orienting a part by pushing. The
main difference is that the fences can no longer be reoriented arbitrarily. Namely, if
the belt moves downward, then any fence encountered by a partwill affect a push
with positive vertical component; thus, only half of the possible push directions
are available at a given time. This restriction makes the problem significantly more
complicated, and requires a very different approach.

The fence-design problem was first considered by Peshkin andSanderson [13].
They introduce a graph representation of the state space, inwhich each node repre-
sents a set of orientations in which the part can be at a given moment and in which
certain paths represent successful fence designs. They discretize the set of allowable
fences, so their solution is not complete, in the sense that when their algorithm fails
to design a feeder, there may still exist a solution that requires an angle not in their
set. Later, Brokowski et al. [4] constrained the part to one of O(m) orientations by
adding a curved tail to each fence. This led to the complete algorithm of Wiegley
et al. [15], which allows for all possible fence angles and isguaranteed to find a
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sequence of fences to orient a part if one exists. They conjecture that a polynomial-
time fence-design algorithm exists for any polygonal part.

Application of a general result by Eppstein [7] immediatelyyields anO(m4)-
time algorithm; successful fence designs again correspondto certain paths in a state
graph that requires onlyO(m2) of theO(2m) possible states of the part. Berretty
et al. [3] construct a related graph of sizeO(m3), thereby improving the design time
to O(m3). Actually, the running time of their algorithm isO(m + n3), wheren is
the number of “stable” edges inP (see Section 2 for the definition), which can be
much smaller thanm.

Our results. The main result of this paper is anO(m + n2 log3 n) algorithm for
the fence-design problem, wheren is the number of stable edges of the convexm-
gonP . By exploiting the geometry of the state graph, we show that the graph can
be represented implicitly, as the union of a family of complete bipartite subgraphs,
and a desired path can be found in this implicit representation. Although similar
techniques have been used in the past in other contexts [1,8], we believe this is the
first application of this approach for a manipulation problem.

We believe that our approach is versatile and will find many other applications
in those part manipulation problems that can be formulated as searching in a graph.
For example, the same technique can give an improvedO(n2 log3 n) algorithm for
the problem of orienting micro-scale parts using squeeze and roll primitives, studied
by Moll et al. [12].

2 Fence Function and Fence Graph

We first describe the push mechanism and the motion of the partwhen it encounters
a fence. Then we explain how the fence-design problem can be formulated as a
graph-searching problem.

Radius and push functions. Let  be the center of mass ofP . We attach a local
frame of reference toP with  as its origin. Theradius function� : S1 ! R+ ofP is defined as follows: Let̀ be the line tangent toP whose inward (towardsP )
normal points in the direction�, as measured in the frame attached toP . Then�(�)
is the (shortest) distance from to `; see Figure 3.

The radius function is piecewise sinusoidal, and its local maxima and minima
occur when a ray originating from a contact point and normal to ` passes through. Let i and"i be the angles where� attains its local maxima and minima, respec-
tively, ordered in the counter-clockwise direction with0 < "0 < 1 < � � � < "n�1.
An edgee of P is calledstableif the normal direction ofe is a local minima of�;
if e is stable, then the ray from normal toe intersectse. Let he0; : : : ; en�1i be the
sequence ofn stable edgesof P .

Now, suppose that we pushP with a fence, in the direction normal to the fence.
As described in [10], During the push,P rotates in the direction that decreases�
until a stable edge ofP aligns with the fence, and thenP translates in the direction
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. The radius function� : S1 ! R+ . (a)� is the direction of the ray normal tòthat
passes through. (b) � is a piecewise-sinusoidal function of�.

normal to the fence. Thepush functionp : S1! S1 for P is defined as follows: If a
fence applies a normal push toP in the direction�, thenp(�) is the final orientation
of the fence, where both� andp(�) are measured inP ’s coordinate frame; Figure
4. That is, p(�) = ("i if i < � < i+1;i if � = i:
We will avoid pushing in the directionsi, as these are unstable equilibria."1

"2
1� "02 e0 e1e20 1"0"1"2

p(�)
2�0 �2

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.The push functionp : S1! S1. (a) A push in direction� with p(�) = "1. (b) p(�) is
a step function."i andi are the local minima and maxima of�.

Note that the belt does not translate the part in a direction normal to the fence; in
general, the motion of the part when pushed in such a fashion is quite complicated,
even unpredictable [11]. However, the component of the pushforce along the length
of the fence is due to friction alone, so our assumption that the contact is frictionless
implies that the force of the push felt by the part is always orthogonal to the fence.
Thus the push functionp correctly predicts the behavior ofP when it encounters a
fence on the belt.
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Fence function. Finally, we turn to the fence function, which describes the action
of a fence, with fence angle�, on the orientation of the part. Recall that onceP is
aligned with a fence, the curved tail reorientsP so that the aligned edge faces the
left side of the belt if� 2 (0; �=2), or the right side of the belt if� 2 (�=2; �). This
ensures thatP is in one of only2n orientations as it travels between fences. We will
denote by(i; L) and(i; R) the orientation ofP with stable edgeei parallel to and
facing the left and right walls of the belt, respectively.

SupposeP is initially in orientation(i; L). When it encounters a fence with
fence angle�, P feels a push in direction"i + � in its own frame. Ifj < "i + � <j+1, then the push functionp("i + �) = "j dictates that edgeej aligns with the
fence. If, on the other hand,P is initially aligned to the right, say in orientation(i; R), then it feels a push in the"i + � + � direction, and the final orientation
depends onp("i + �+ �). See Figure 5.

The equivalent action in planar pushing is to reorient the fence by�. The differ-
ence here is that, although values of� can in general lie anywhere in(0; 2�), we are
restricted to� = � or � = � + � for any particular push, where� 2 (0; �). Only
half of the possible reorientations are available at a giventime, which implies that
some orientations are unattainable from others. It is precisely this fact that makes
fence design harder than pushing.

� "i"i + � �"i + �+ �"i
(i) (ii)

Fig. 5.The action of a fence: (i) IfP is initially in orientation(i; L), it feels a push in direction� = "i+�. (ii) If P is initially in orientation(i; R), it feels a push in direction� = "i+�+�.

Definition 1 Given polygonP with n stable edges, define itsfence functionF : f1; ::; ng � fL;Rg� (0; �) ! f1; ::; ng� fL;Rg
so that ifP is initially in position(i; s) when it encounters a fence with fence angle� 2 (0; �), the resulting orientation isF(i; s; �) = (j; t), where"j = �p("i + �) if s = Lp("i + �+ �) if s = R;
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and t = �L if � 2 (0; �=2);R if � 2 (�=2; �):
As observed in [3],F is monotonicin the sense thati1 � i2 � i3 implies thatF(i1; s; �) � F(i2; s; �) � F(i3; s; �), for fixed s and�. This monotonicity was

crucial for their algorithm, and it will be crucial for ours as well.
A convenient representation of the fence function is by a collection ofn circles,

with one circleCi for each stable edgeei of P . Ci is marked with the intervals�ij = (j � "i; j+1 � "i), for every0 � j < n; imagine rotating the circle
clockwise by"i, Figure 6. The interval�ij on Ci represents all triplss; t; � for
whichF(i; s; �) = (j; t).

Suppose that� 2 �ij\(0; �). Thenj < "i+� < j+1 implies thatp("i+�) ="j ; thus, the fence at angle� takes the left orientation(i; L) to one of the orientations(j; t). Specifically, if� 2 (0; �=2), thenF(i; L; �) = (j; L), while if � 2 (�=2; �),
thenF(i; L; �) = (j; R).

Similarly, if �ij intersects the lower half ofCi, then there exists a fence which
takes the right orientation(i; R) to one of the orientations(j; t). Suppose� 2 �ij \(�; 2�). Of course,� itself is not a valid fence angle, but� = � � � is, andp("i +� + �) = "j . Therefore,� 2 (�; 3�=2) implies F(i; R; � � �) = (j; L), and� 2 (3�=2; 2�) impliesF(i; R; �� �) = (j; R).

Consider the circle in Figure 6.�ij intersects both quadrants I and II, which
implies that there exist fence angles�1 and �2 with F(i; L; �1) = (j; L) andF(i; L; �2) = (j; R). Note that�ij does not intersect the lower semicircle, andF(i; R; �) 6= (j; t) for any� 2 �ij andt 2 fL;Rg. But�ij�1 intersects the fourth
quadrrant so there exists� 2 �ij�1 for whichF(i; R; �) = (j � 1; R).j+1 � "i"ijj+1 �ij j � "i�ij�1j�1 � "ij�1

Fig. 6. The fence circleCi is obtained by rotating the circle clockwise by"i.
Note that when choosing� for our push plans, we will avoid the discrete set of

valuesj � "i; j + � � "i, for 0 � i; j < n, since each can lead to an unstable
equilibrium.

Fence graph. Next, we show how the fence-design problem can be formulated
as a path search in a graph. The graph defined here is slightly different from the
one constructed in [3]. While the modified definition provides an almost identical
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graph to obtain a fasterO(m + n2 log3 n) algorithm.

Definition 2 Given a polygonP with n stable edges and fence functionF, we
define thefence graphG as follows:� The nodes ofG are subsets of the form[i; j℄s = f(i; s); (i+ 1; s); : : : ; (j; s)g,

where0 � i; j < n, ands = L orR. Note that[i; j℄s 6= [j; i℄s.� For i0 6= j0, there is an edge from[i; j℄s to [i0; j0℄t whenever there exists a fence
angle� such that bothF(i; s; �) = (i0; t) andF(j; s; �) = (j0; t). We refer to
these edges asnon-sinkedges.� There is an edge from[i; j℄s to [i0; i0℄t if there exists a fence angle� withF(k; s; �) = (i0; t) for all i � k � j. We refer to these edges assinkedges.

Lemma 1. Every node inG has degreeO(n).
Proof: The neighbors of[i; j℄s can be determined by overlaying the fence circlesCi andCj . If [i0; j0℄t is a neighbor, then�ii0 \ �jj0 6= ;. The overlay ofCi andCj is partitioned into2n intervals by the endpoint of the�’s, and each interval
corresponds to at most one edge ofG. �
Lemma 2. Every successful fence design corresponds to a path inG from a node
of the form[i; i� 1℄s to a singleton node[j; j℄t, and vice versa.

Proof: The monoticity ofF implies thatG has an edge[i; j℄s ! [i0; j0℄t if and only
if there exists a single fence angle� so thatF(k; s; �) 2 [i0; j0℄t for all (k; s) 2[i; j℄s. Then given a path inG from [i� 1; i℄s to [j; j℄t, we construct a fence design
by choosing one such fence angle for each edge in the path.

The proof of the converse, that every succesful fence designcorresponds to such
a path, is a bit more subtle but follows easily from a more general result by Epp-
stein [7] relating feeder design problems to monotonic automata. We omit the details
from this version of the paper. �

By Lemmas 1 and 2,

Theorem 3. Given a convex polygonal partP with m vertices andn stable edges,
a fence design can be constructed inO(m+ n3) time.

Sink edges. Before proceeding with the fence graph compression, we pause to
consider the sink edges, i.e., the edges of the form([i; j℄s; [i0; i0℄t), in more detail.
SupposeF(i; s; �) = (i0; t) andF(j; s; �) = (j0; t). If i0 6= j0, the monotonicity
of F ensures thatF(k; s; �) 2 [i0; j0℄t for all (k; s) 2 [i; j℄s, so we automatically
add an edge toG. However, this is not guaranteed wheni0 = j0, since it is unclear
whether[i0; i0℄t should represent the set of all orientations or just the singleton nodef(i0; t)g. We therefore need to take extra care with the sink edges whenwe compressG in the next section. To begin, we note that the solution is trivial for certain parts.
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Lemma 3. If i+1� i > "j � "j+1 for somei andj, then two fences are sufficient
to orientP . i"j+1 + �i+1 "k + �"j + �

Fig. 7. Fori+1 � i > "j � "j+1, there exists� s.t.p("k + �) = "i for all k.

Proof: Sincei+1 � i > "j � "j+1, we havei < "j+1 + � < "j + � < i+1
for some� 2 [0; 2�). Since"k 2 ("j+1; "j), for all k, p("k + �) = "i for all k
(see Figure 7). A reorientation by� can be accomplished with exactly two fences,
as follows. If� 2 (0; �), then we set�1 = �=4 and�2 = �; if � 2 (�; 2�), then
we set�1 = 3�=4 and�2 = � � �. The first fence align the part with the left (resp.
right) side of the belt if� 2 (0; �) (resp.� 2 (�; 2�)), and the second fence orients
the part in direction"i. �

For the rest of this paper, we assume thatP has the following property:(�) i � i+1 � "j+1 � "j for all 0 � i; j < n:
Lemma 4. Suppose thatP satisfies(�), F(i; s; �) = F(j; s; �) = (i0; t) for some� 2 (0; �), andi0+1 � i0 � �. Then there is a sink edge[i; j℄s ! [i0; i0℄t in G if
and only if"j � "i � �.

Proof: Set� = � if s = L and� = �+ � if s = R. Suppose first that"j � "i � �.
Since"i+�; "j+� 2 (i0 ; i0+1) andi0+1�i0 � �, we must havei0 < "i+� <"j + � < i0+1; Figure 8(a). This implies thatF(k; s; �) = (i0; t) for all i � k � j,
soG has a sink edge[i; j℄s! [i0; i0℄t.

On the other hand, if"j�"i > �, then"i+� < i0+1 < i0 < "j+�; Figure 8(b).
If [i; j℄s ! [i0; i0℄t is an edge ofG, there must be somek with i � k < j such that"k + � < i0+1 < i0 < "k+1 + �; but this implies that"k+1 � "k > i0 � i0+1,
violating (�). �
3 Fence Graph Compression

In this section we describe how to compute a compressed representation of the fence
graph for a polygon that satisfies (�). The compressed representation needs consid-
erably less space and still allows us to quickly compute a path between two vertices.
We first explain the compression scheme in general and then apply it to the fence
graph.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. For most parts,[i; j℄s ! [i0; i0℄t exists if and only if"j � "i � �. (a) If "j � "i � �,
then"k + � 2 (i0 ; i0+1) for all i � k � j, (b) but not if"j � "i > �.

3.1 Bipartite clique covers

Given a directed graphG = (V;E), abipartite clique coverof G is a collectionG = f(A1; B1); : : : ; (Ak; Bk)g
such that (i) Ai; Bi � V; (iii) E = Si Ei;(ii) Ei = Ai �Bi � E; (iv) Ei \Ej = ;; if i 6= j:

Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that each clique(Ai[Bi; Ei) is a complete bipartite
subgraph ofG, while (iii) and (iv) imply that every edge ofE is represented exactly
once. Thesizeof G is jGj =Pki=1 jAij+ jBij.

Given a bipartite clique coverG = f(A1; B1); : : : ; (Ak; Bk)g of G, we can
generate acompressed representationeG = (eV ; eE) G by settingeV = V [ f1; : : : ; kg; andeE = k[i=1 f(a; i) j a 2 Aig [ f(i; b) j b 2 Big:
See Figure 9. Ai Bi i BiAi

Fig. 9.G and eG store the same connectivity information, buteG has fewer edges.

There is an edge(a; b) 2 Ai � Bi in G if and only if (a; i); (i; b) 2 eE, which
immediately implies the following.
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Lemma 5. There is a path of lengthl in G from a vertex� to another vertex� if
and only if there is a path of length2l from� to � in eG.

We now present a method for generating a bipartite clique cover forG = (V;E).
Suppose that we have a familyN = fB1; : : : ; Bkg of subsetsBi � V , with the
property that the set of neighborsN(�) = f� 2 V j (�; �) 2 Eg of a vertex� can
be expressed as a disjoint union of subsets ofN. That is, for each� 2 V , there is a
subfamilyN� � N such that(i) N(�) = [Bi2N�Bi; and(ii) Bi \Bj = ; if Bi; Bj 2 N� and i 6= j:
We refer toN as a family ofcanonicalsubsets. For each1 � i � k, defineAi = f� 2 V j Bi 2 N�g;
and setG = f(A1; B1); : : : ; (Ak; Bk)g:
Lemma 6. G is a bipartite clique cover forG.

Proof: Clearly,(Ai; Bi) is a complete bipartite subgraph ofG. IndeedAi; Bi � V
and(�; �) 2 AitimesBi implies that� 2 Bi � N(�), i.e.,(�; �) 2 E. Conversely,
if (�; �) 2 E, then there exists a subsetBi 2 N� such that� 2 Bi, implying(�; �) 2 Ai �Bi. Finally, if there are two indicesi; j such that(�; �) 2 Ai �Bi \Aj � Bj , then� 2 Bi \ Bj and bothBi; Bj 2 N�, contradicting the assumption
(ii) of N�. Hence, (i)–(iv) are satisfied, and thusG is a bipartite clique ofG. �
3.2 Compressing the fence graph

We now describe how we compress the fence graphG for a polygon that satisfies
(�), i.e.,i�i+1 � "j+1�"j for all i; j. Recall that the nodes ofG are of the form[i; j℄s = f(i; s); : : : ; (j; s)g, where(i; s) is the orientation of the part with stable
edgeei aligned with sides of the belt, and if there is an edge[i; j℄s ! [i0; j0℄t,
thenF(i; s; �) = (i0; t) andF(j; s; t) = (j0; t) for some� 2 (0; �). Recall from
the discussion in Section 2 that the sink edges need to be handled carefully. If there
is an indexi0 such thati0+1 � i0 > � (there is at most one suchi0), we check
in O(1) time for each vertex[i; j℄ of G and for each pairs; t 2 fL;Rg whether[i; j℄s ! [i0; i0℄t. If the answer is yes, we add the pair([i; j℄s; [i0; i0℄t) to G. There
are onlyO(n2) such pairs and we spendO(n2) time on them. Hence, nowonwards
we are interested in computing a compressed representationof only those neighbors
neighbors of a vertex that correspond to either a non-sink edge or a sink edge[i0; i0℄
with i0+1 � i0 � �.

We first describe how we compute the family of canonical subsets and then show
how to represent these neighbors of a vertex as a disjoint union of canonical subsets.
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Constructing canonical subsets.We first give an overview of the construction and
postpone description of the necessary data structures until Section 4. Let[i : j℄
denote the set of integersfi; i+ 1; : : : ; jg, modn.

The construction ofN proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, we construct a
family I of O(n) canonical subsets of[0 : n� 1℄ with the following properties:

(F.1) EachIa 2 I is of the formIa = [la : ra℄.
(F.2) jIj =PIa na = O(n logn), wherena = ra � la + 1.
(F.3) For any intervalA = (�1; �2) of push angles, there is a subfamilyIA � I ofO(log n) disjoint subsets such thatp(A) = [Ia2IA [i2Ia "i.

We will show in Section 4 how we compute inO(n logn) timeI and inO(log n)
time the subfamilyIA for an arbitrary angular intervalA � S1.

For each pair of canonical subsetsIa; Ib 2 I, we define the functionVab : S1! 2Ia�Ib
as follows: For a givenshift angleÆ, Vab(Æ) is the set of pairs[i; j℄ 2 Ia � Ib such
that the angular intervals(i; i+1) and(j + Æ; j+1 + Æ) intersect onS1. We also
define another function�Vab(Æ) = Vab(Æ) n f(i; i) j 1 � i � ng, i.e., �Vab is the same
asVab except that we remove all nodes that would represent sink edges.

The second phase of the algorithm constructs a familyNab of canonical subsets
of Ia � Ib, for each pairIa; Ib 2 I, with the following properties:

(S.1) jNabj = XN2Nab jN j = O(nanb logn), and

(S.2) Given a shift angleÆ, there are two subfamiliesNabÆ ; �NabÆ � Nab of O(log n)
disjoint canonical subsets each such thatVab(Æ) = [N2NabÆ N and �Vab(Æ) = [N2 �NabÆ N:

Again, we describe in Section 4 how to compute the familiesNab.
Computing the neighbors. With these families of canonical subsets in hand, we
are now ready to compute the neighbor sets of each vertex in the fence graphG.
For a vertex[i; j℄L 2 G, let NL([i; j℄L) be the set of neighbors[i0; j0℄L of [i; j℄L
such that eitheri0 6= j0, or i0 = j0 andi0+1 � i0 � �. We refer toNL as the
set of left neighbors. Recall that if there is an edge[i; j℄L ! [i0; j0℄L in E, then
we must haveF(i; L; �) = (i0; L) andF(j; L; �) = (j0; L) for some� 2 (0; �=2).
Furthermore if[i; j℄L ! [i0; i0℄L with i0+1 � i0 � � is a sink edge if and only ifF(i; L; �) = F(j; L; �) = (i0; L) and"j � "i � �.

We compute the set of left neighbors of[i; j℄L as follows. SetAi = ("i; "i +�=2), Aj = ("j ; "j + �=2), andÆij = "i � "j . Using the familyI of canonical
subsets, we compute subfamiliesIAi andIAj . For each pairIa 2 IAi , Ib 2 IAj ,
we compute the subfamilyNabÆ � Nab, representing the pairs[i0; j0℄ 2 Vab(Æij)
if "j � "i � �; and the subfamily�NabÆ � Nab, representing the non-sink pairs[i0; j0℄ 2 �Vab(Æij) if "j � "i > �.
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Lemma 7. The set of left neighbors of a left node[i; j℄L 2 V isNL([i; j℄L) = 8>>><>>>: [Ia2IAi [Ib2IAj [N2NabÆ N: if "j � "i � �,[Ia2IAi [Ib2IAj [N2 �NabÆ N: if "j � "i > �,:
Proof: Let us assume that"j � "i � �. SinceP satisfies (�), by Lemma 4, the
left-neighbor set of[i; j℄L is the set of all[i0; j0℄L such that�ii0 \�jj0 \ [0; �=2℄ 6= ;
in the overlay of the circleCi andCj .

The family IAi partitions the first quadrants ofCi andCj each intoO(log n)
intervals, and similarly forCj . For each pairIa 2 IAi andIb 2 IAj , we want to list
the pairs[i0; j0℄ such that(i0 � "i; i0+1 � "i) and(j0 � "j ; j0+1 � "j) intersect
for somei0 2 Ia and j0 2 Ib. This is equivalent to determiningVab(Æ), whereÆ = "i�"j , which we can express as the disjoint union ofO(log(mamb)) canonical
subsets in the subfamilyNabÆ � Nab. The argument for the case"j � "i > � is the
same except that[i; j℄ does not have any outgoing sink edges. �

In the preceding argument, we focused on edges[i; j℄s ! [i0; j0℄t with s =t = L. The three other cases can be handled similarly. Fors = L; t = R, we setAi = ("i + �=4; "i + �=2); for s = R; t = L, we setAi = ("i + �=2; "i + �); and
for s = R; t = R, we setAi = ("i+3�=2; "i). We do the same forAj in each case,
and then follow the above procedure.

Theorem 4. Given a convexm-gonP with n stable edges, we can compute a fence
design inO(m+ n2 log3 n) time.

Proof: We first compute the familiesI andNab of canonical subsets of nodes of
the fence graphG, as described above. Next, define the bipartite clique coverG =f(A1; B1); : : : ; (Ak ; Bk)g, where theBi are the canonical subsets that make up theNab. Then the compressed grapheG, described in Section 3.1, hasjeV j = jV j + k
nodes andj eEj =Pi jAij+ jBij edges.

We initially addedO(n2) pairs inG corresponding to the edges[i; j℄s ! [i0; i0℄t
such thati0+1 � i0 > �. Next, for each pairIa, Ib, there areO(nanb) subsets inNab, so the total number of canonical subsetsk = O(n2) + XIa;Ib2IO(nanb) = XIa2IO(nan logn) = O �n2 log2 n� :
HencejeV j = O(n2 log2 n).

Recall that� 2 Ai if and only if Bi 2 N�, so
Pi jAij = P�2V jN�j: For� = [i; j℄, we first computeIAi andIAj . Each containsO(log n) canonical subsetsIa, but onlyO(log n) pairs will overlap at a given shift. For each overlapping pair,

we collectO(log n) canonical subsets fromNab, soN� containsO(log2 n) subsets
total. ThereforekXi=1 jAij = X�2V jN�j = O(n2 log2 n):
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Moreover,Xi jBij =Xa;b XN2Nab jN j =Xa;b O(nanb log(nanb)) = O(n2 log3 n):
HenceeE = O(n2 log3 n) andG can be computed in timeO(m+n2 log3 n). Finally,
onceeG is computed, the time to find a path ineG from one of the nodes[i; i� 1℄s to
a singleton node[j; j℄t isO(jeV j+ j eEj), using a simple breadth-first search. �
4 Data Structures

In this section, we present the data structures needed to generate the families of
canonical subsets. In particular, we introduce two tree data structures, calledfence
treeandshift tree, which generateI andNab, respectively.

Fence tree. We describe the construction of a familyI of O(n) canonical subsets
that satisfies properties (F.1)–(F.3). LetT be a minimum-height binary tree whose
leaves storefi j i 2 [0 : n�1℄g. Each internal node ofT stores the leftmost leaf of
its right subtree to guide the search. We associate thecanonicalintervalIa = [la :ra℄ with each nodea of T , wherela ; : : : ; ra are the leaves in the subtree rooted
ata. We setI = fIa j a 2 Tg. Since each index is stored in exactly oneIa at each
level of T and the height ofT is O(log n), we havejIj = Pa jIaj = O(n logn).
Hence (F.1) and (F.2) hold.

Let A = (�1; �2) be a push-angle interval. If0 2 (�1; �2) (mod2�), we splitA into two intervals(�1; 2�℄ and[0; �2), and work with each of them separately,
so let us assume that0 62 (�1; �2). In order to computeIA, we regardT as a1-
dimensional range tree [6], we queryT with the interval(�1; �2), and report thei’s lying in the query interval as a disjoint union ofO(log n) canonical intervals.
The query procedure finds the leftmost leafl such thatl > �1 and the rightmost
leaf r < �2. Let u be their least common ancestor ofl; r. For any node on the
path fromu to l (resp.r) if its right (resp. left) childv is not on the path, we add[lv : rv℄ to IA.

Shift trees. For each pairIa, Ib of canonical subsets inI, we show how to construct
a familyNab of O(nanb) subsets ofIa � Ib with properties (S.1) and (S.2). Notice
that the angular intervals(i; i+1) and(j+Æ; j+1+Æ) intersect if and only if the
shift angleÆ is in the interval�ij = (i � j+1; i+1 � j). SetDab = f�ij j i 2Ia; j 2 Ibg. The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 8. [i; j℄ 2 Vab(Æ) if and only ifÆ 2 �ij .
Thus, computingVab(Æ) is reduced to the following1-dimensionalstabbing

query: determine which of the intervals inDab contain the query pointÆ 2 R.
To this end, we build a segment treeTab on the setDab of critical intervals; see

[6]. As with the fence tree, if�ij contains0, it is split into two intervals and each of
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them is inserted separately. We associated two subsetsNab ; �Nab with each node ofTab. Suppose a critical interval�ij is stored at a node of Tab. If i 6= j, then we add[i; j℄ to bothNab and �Nab . If i = j andi+1 � i � �, we add[i; i℄ toNab . We setNab = fNab ; �Nab j  2 Tabg. There arenanb critical intervals inDab, so there areO(nanb) nodes inTab, and thusO(nanb) canonical subsetsNab 2 Nab; �Nab . Since
each[i; j℄ 2 Ia�Ib is stored inO(log n) canonical subsets,jNabj = O(nanb logn),
as claimed in (S.1).

To computeVab(Æ) (resp.�Vab(Æ)) for a query pointÆ, we follow the path from
the root to the leaf whose associated interval containsÆ and reportNab (resp. �Nab ),
for all O(log n) nodes on this path. The correctness of the procedure follows from
Lemma 8. Hence, (S.2) is obviously satisfied.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new technique for computing a fence design in near-
quadraticO(m+n2 log3 n) time, thus improving the previousO(m+n3) algorithm.
Here, the polygonal part to be oriented hasm vertices andn stable edges. The ap-
proach, based on a graph compression scheme, is quite general. There are a number
of other part-feeding problems which can be solved by searching for certain paths
in a discrete state space, and our compression technique applies to these as well.
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